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Abstract: The prostate is a developmental model system study of prostate growth regulation.
Historically the research focus was on androgen regulation of development and growth and
instructive interactions between the mesenchyme and epithelium. The study of Hh signaling in
prostate development revealed important roles in ductal morphogenesis and in epithelial growth
regulation that appear to be recapitulated in prostate cancer. This overview of Hh signaling in
the prostate will address the well-described role of paracrine signaling prostate development as
well as new evidence suggesting a role for autocrine signaling, the role of Hh signaling in prostate
regeneration and reiterative activities in prostate cancer.
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1. Prostate Development
The prostate is a male sex-accessory gland that contributes secretions to the ejaculate. The mouse
prostate is comprised of a highly branched ductal network in a loose fibro-vascular stroma arranged
into anterior, dorsolateral and ventral lobes. The overall appearance and ratio of epithelium and stroma
varies significantly between species but the basic mechanisms controlling prostate development appear
to be conserved as evidenced by tissue recombination studies using mouse, rat, rabbit, and human
prostate mesenchyme and epithelia [1]. The most widely used animal model for prostate development
and morphogenesis is the mouse.
The prostate develops from the urogenital sinus (UGS), a derivative of endodermal tissue. The first
morphological event in prostate development is budding of urogenital sinus epithelium (UGE) into
the surrounding urogenital sinus mesenchyme (UGM). This occurs in the mouse at embryonic
day 16.5 (E16.5). During prenatal development, these epithelial buds elongate and form solid,
unbranched ducts. Postnatal, the solid epithelial ducts elongate, canalize, and undergo branching
morphogenesis. Extensive branching occurs by postnatal day 15 (P15) and is largely completed by
P30 [2]. This morphogenetic process results in a mature prostate with an intricate branched ductal
system that consists of three paired lobes: the ventral prostate (VP), the anterior prostate (AP), and the
dorsolateral prostate (DLP). Each prostatic lobe has a distinct branching pattern [2].
2. Hedgehog Signaling in the Developing Prostate
In the developing prostate, Shh and Ihh are expressed by the UGS epithelium and induce Hh
target gene expression in the adjacent mesenchyme (Figure 1; [3–7]). Mesenchymal target genes include
the conserved Hh targets Ptc, Gli1, Ptc2 and Hip1 [5] but also include a number of specific genes such
as IGFBP-6, Angiopoetin4 (Agpt4), IGFBP-3, Inhibin beta-B and TIMP3 [8,9]. Several investigators
noted minor expression of Ptc and Gli1 at the tips of the growing ducts suggesting a minor component
of autocrine signaling [10,11].
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Figure 1. Whole mount in situ hybridization and sections of the P1 urogenital sinus (UGS).
Figure
1. Whole mount
in situ [4].
hybridization and sections of the P1 urogenital sinus (UGS). (m)
(m) mesenchyme
(e) epithelium
mesenchyme (e) epithelium [4]

3. Requirement for Prostate Development
3. Requirement for Prostate Development
Shh is the most abundantly expressed Hh ligand in the developing prostate [12]. Shh expression
Shh is the most abundantly expressed Hh ligand in the developing prostate [12]. Shh expression
in the UGS epithelium increases with the onset of ductal budding. Abundant gene expression is
in the UGS epithelium increases with the onset of ductal budding. Abundant gene expression is
maintained until the beginning of ductal branching at which point Shh begins to steadily decrease
maintained until the beginning of ductal branching at which point Shh begins to steadily decrease
and eventually taper off to a low but detectable level in the adult [3,4]. Shh expression is localized to
and eventually taper off to a low but detectable level in the adult [3,4]. Shh expression is localized to
the epithelium at the distal tip as the ducts elongate and branch. During this time Ptc1 and Gli1 are
the epithelium at the distal tip as the ducts elongate and branch. During this time Ptc1 and Gli1 are
localized to the mesenchyme directly around the emerging buds [4]. Several laboratories have studied
localized to the mesenchyme directly around the emerging buds [4]. Several laboratories have
the role of Hh signaling in prostate development. The earliest studies used a polyclonal antibody
studied the role of Hh signaling in prostate development. The earliest studies used a polyclonal
to neutralize Shh signaling and noted inhibition of prostate morphogenesis in the grafted UGS [3].
antibody to neutralize Shh signaling and noted inhibition of prostate morphogenesis in the grafted
Subsequent studies showed prostate development was not dependent on Shh signaling since the UGS
UGS [3]. Subsequent studies showed prostate development was not dependent on Shh signaling since
from a Shh null embryo exhibited normal prostate morphogenesis when grafted [5–7]. However;
the UGS from a Shh null embryo exhibited normal prostate morphogenesis when grafted [5–7].
we then observed that Ihh expression was increased in the Shh null UGS and provided functional
However; we then observed that Ihh expression was increased in the Shh null UGS and provided
redundancy that rescued Hh signaling [12]. Whether Hh signaling is strictly required for prostate
functional redundancy that rescued Hh signaling [12]. Whether Hh signaling is strictly required for
morphogenesis remains to be determined.
prostate morphogenesis remains to be determined.
4. Effects on Growth and Ductal Morphogenesis
4. Effects on Growth and Ductal Morphogenesis
Initially it was reported that chemical inhibition of Hh signaling in the cultured UGS resulted
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To examine the role of autocrine signaling specifically, we abrogated epithelial Hh signaling by
To examine the role of autocrine signaling specifically, we abrogated epithelial Hh signaling
by
cre construct
conditional deletion of the essential pathway component Smoothened (Smo) using a Shhcre
conditionaltm1(EGFP/cre)Cjt
deletion of the essential pathway component Smoothened (Smo) using a Shh construct
B6.Cg-Shh
/J (stock 005622). We have previously shown that Shh mRNA expression in the
B6.Cg-Shhtm1(EGFP/cre)Cjt /J (stock 005622). We have previously showncre that Shh mRNA expression
developing prostate is restricted to the epithelium [3,4]. When the Shh mouse
was bred to the lacZ
in the developing prostate is restricted to the epithelium [3,4]. When the Shhcre mouse was bred to
reporter mouse Rosa26 (B6.129S4-Gt(ROSA)26Sor<tm1Sor>/J 003474) X-gal staining of the UGS from
the cre
lacZ reporter mouse Rosa26 (B6.129S4-Gt(ROSA)26Sor<tm1Sor>/J 003474) X-gal staining of the
Shh ;Rosa26 mice
exhibited robust positive staining restricted to the epithelium (Figure 3) and Mehta
cre ;Rosa26
UGS from Shhcre
mice exhibited
robust positive staining restricted to the epithelium (Figure 3)
et al. [15]. Shh was bred cre
to Smoc/c (Smoc/c : STOCK Smotm2Amc/J 004526)tm2Amc/J
to selectively delete Smo from
and Mehta et al. [15]. Shh was bred to Smoc/c (Smoc/c : STOCK
Smo
004526) to selectively
cre
c/c
all cells expressing Shh, including the UGS epithelium. Shh ;Smo mutantcrepups were
small with
delete Smo from all cells expressing Shh, including the UGS epithelium. Shh ;Smoc/c mutant pups
abnormalities in limb, digits and tail and died as newborns (data not shown). The P1 UGS from
were
small with abnormalities in limb, digits and tail and died as newborns (data not shown). The P1
Shhcre;Smoc/c mutants and controls were grafted under the renal capsule of adult nude males [12,16].
UGS from Shhcre ;Smoc/c mutants and controls were grafted under the renal capsule of adult nude
Histologic examination after eight weeks showed well-developed ductal structures and
males [12,16]. Histologic examination after eight weeks showed well-developed ductal structures and
differentiated epithelium and stroma in both groups (Figure 4, top panels).
differentiated epithelium and stroma in both groups (Figure 4, top panels).
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Figure 4. In vivo subcapsular grafts of P1 UGS from control and Shhcre;Smoc/c mutants. Histologic
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Figure 4. In vivo subcapsular grafts of P1 UGS from control and Shhcre;Smoc/c mutants. Histologic
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6. Prostate Regeneration
Development and maintenance of the prostate is exquisitely dependent on androgen. Castration
of the adult results in widespread epithelial apoptosis and glandular involution. Regeneration of the
prostate occurs with administration of exogenous testosterone and involves robust cell proliferation,
branching morphogenesis and complete reconstitution prostate architecture and differentiation.
J. Dev.
Biol. 2016,regenerative
4, 30
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Figure 5. Hh signaling in the developing prostate involves both autocrine and paracrine signaling.
Figure 5. Hh
signaling in the developing prostate involves both autocrine and paracrine signaling.
Autocrine signaling drives proliferation of (androgen independent) progenitor cells at the bud tip.
Autocrine signaling
drives proliferation of (androgen independent) progenitor cells at the bud tip.
Paracrine signaling elicits a complex transcriptional response, determined by the stage of
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Hh pathway activity drives epithelial proliferation and ductal growth. In the postnatal prostate, Hh
pathway activity inhibits epithelial proliferation and ductal growth. Androgen independent progenitor
cells generated by autocrine Hh signaling during development are able to survive castration and enable
prostate regeneration in response to testosterone supplement.
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survive castration and enable prostate regeneration in response to testosterone supplement.
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8. Summary and Conclusion
8. Summary and Conclusions
Shh
is the dominantly expressed ligand in the developing prostate. In absence of Shh, Ihh
Shh is the dominantly expressed ligand in the developing prostate. In absence of Shh, Ihh
expression is up-regulated and provides functional compensation. In the regenerating adult prostate,
expression is up-regulated and provides functional compensation. In the regenerating adult prostate,
both Shh and Ihh contribute to pathway activity and inhibit ductal branching by restricting the
both Shh and Ihh contribute to pathway activity and inhibit ductal branching by restricting the
expression of HGF.
expression of HGF.
Paracrine signaling in the developing prostate plays an important role in regulating growth and
ductal development. The growth effects and target gene regulation are stage-dependent.
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There is evidence for autocrine signaling in the developing prostate but its role is unclear.
Preliminary studies suggest it may have an important role in the capacity to survive castration
and enable ductal regeneration.
The role of Hh signaling in development and regeneration is recapitulated in cancer. There is
strong evidence for paracrine signaling in prostate cancer. The effect of paracrine signaling may
be critically dependent on the phenotype of the tumor stroma. This has major implications for the
design of clinical trials of Hh inhibitors in prostate cancer. The role of autocrine signaling remains
ill-defined. Our studies suggest a link between autocrine signaling and the capacity of epithelial
cells to survive castration and there is a suggestion of pathway activation in high grade, androgen
independent prostate cancer. It is as yet unclear if this is ligand-dependent or due to non-canonical
activation mechanisms.
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